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Friday, April 29. 2005

In my city, Target is pronounced with an accent.
OOOH, I love Tar-jay (rhymes with satay). I went there today intending to buy a vaccum, but I was overwhelmed by
choices and price, so I roamed around and found the perfect little knitting bag for my various accoutrements. It was in
the "travel" section, along with matching smallish totes that would be perfect for a little project. I was tempted, but
resisted the tote, and stuck with this, called "pencil case" by Tar-jay.It is a pretty silky fabric with lovely dragonflies on the
outside...very nice. See, my scissors are in there, along with the 4(!!) packs of Clover stitch markers. What?? There is
one pack of small ones, one pack of big ones, one pack of awesome locking ones that look like little padlocks, and one
pack that I don't really like-split ring stitch markers. They were a mistake. Also, see those cute sweater-looking things?
Clover DPN holders, which are good when making mittens or gloves. What else.. Oh, my Chibi, of course.Most of my
stuff fits in there, but I have a little box that my sweetie
gave me as part of a Christmas present. He's very cute when he gives me
jewelery--first he has good taste and picks out simple things that I
always wear. Second, he puts them in interesting boxes of all kinds. I
think this was a box that I got a silver necklace for Christmas, and I
never take it off.Anyway, there are some more things in the box, and I am keeping it for sentimental reasons. I think the
moral here is that I never need any more stitch markers, holders or any of that stuff again. But Clover's new color line is
sooo attractive!

Posted by Mia in Knitting at 13:45
Hi! Oooooh, the dragonfly bag is so cute! And I looooove me some Tarjzhay! I cannot get through a weekend without it. Love your
blog and your mad skillz with the 70s knitting! (But I like those colors! So retro and funky and purty!)
Anonymous on Apr 29 2005, 16:53
speaking of Tar-jay, I need to get back there to get some more olive oil and rosemary potato chips....It's neat that your boyfriend finds
neat boxes/packages to put things in - that makes it even more special.
Anonymous on May 1 2005, 22:25
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